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Abstract

Laboratory studies on the physical chemistry of lithium wall conditioning e�ects observed in fusion reactors are

reported, focusing on a role of lithium in dramatic decrease in carbon impurities in TFTR. Auger depth analysis of

lithium-deposited graphite shows deep intercalation of lithium into graphite at room temperature. Helium ion bom-

bardment (150±200 eV) on the lithium-saturated graphite leads to preferential sputtering of lithium and reduction of the

net sputtering yield of carbon by an order of magnitude. Finally, general precautions to achieve reproducible lithium

e�ects in fusion machines are described. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Wall conditioning based on lithium deposition is

characterized by the lowest Z material (Z� 3) used for

the present-day conditioning, a variety of strong chem-

ical activities, and a promising in situ technique in future

fusion reactors [1]. Several methods have been used to

introduce lithium into a plasma vessel: lithium pellet

injection [2±7], vacuum evaporation of lithium from an

oven [8±10], lithium crucible heating by scrape-o� plas-

ma [11], lithium borohydride discharge [12] and laser-

controlled lithium aerosol [13]. A great success of lithi-

um wall conditioning in TFTR has been reported since

1992, where deposition of a few milligrams of lithium on

the bumper limiter leads to a considerable improvement

of the energy con®nement time from sE� 0.075 s (L

mode) to sE� 0.33 s with very peaked density pro®les

[14].

Lithium wall conditioning e�ects appear as a very

low hydrogen recycling (low edge density), reduction of

oxygen impurity in a hot core plasma region, signi®cant

suppression of carbon impurity, and improvement of

energy con®nement. All these e�ects have been observed

clearly in TFTR, however mixed results have been ob-

tained on other machines (DIII-D, Alcator C-Mod,

TdeV, JIPP TII-U, Heliotron E). Thus, there has been

an open question why only TFTR could obtain the

satisfactory results [1]. Moreover, fundamental studies

have been needed to elucidate the underlying mecha-

nisms leading to lithium e�ects.

The authors have been continuing basic laboratory

studies of the physical chemistry of lithium e�ects

since the 1988 ®rst paper [8] proposing the lithium

wall conditioning. Many chemical reactions of clean

lithium surface with O2, H2O, CO and CH4 were

observed, together with hydrogen pumping and LiH

formation [9,12,15]. These chemical activities of fresh

lithium layer successfully account for the lithium ef-

fects observed in fusion machines, except for sup-

pression of physical sputtering of graphite which has

been thought to be a main source of carbon impurity

in TFTR.

In this paper, a small-scale laboratory experiment

supporting the considerable reduction of graphite sput-

tering in TFTR is reported with lithium±graphite inter-

calation compounds taken into account. In addition,

general precautions to achieve the satisfactory lithium

e�ects are described based on the laboratory studies on

lithium chemistry.
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2. Lithium-deposited graphite

In order to obtain information on the state of lithium

deposited on graphite, in situ Auger analysis of various

samples was carried out in a small device, Surface

Modi®cation Teststand (SUT) [16] in the National In-

stitute for Fusion Science. Baking a lithium oven at

�500°C in vacuum gives rise to 100±300 nm thick lith-

ium ®lm on a graphite sample at room temperature. The

®lm thickness is in situ estimated by a deposition mon-

itor which is based on quartz crystal oscillation. The

sample material is (i) isotropic graphite, IG-430U, Toyo

Tanso which is used as the ®rst wall material in JT-60U,

(ii) strongly anisotropic pyrolytic graphite, Highly Ori-

ented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG), and (iii) nickel as a

reference of metal. All sample surfaces were polished

with diamond powder.

After lithium deposition, the sample is transferred in

vacuum, without exposing it to the air to an Auger

analysis chamber. Typical examples of the measured

depth pro®le are shown in Fig. 1 where �10% oxygen

involved during the analysis is deleted for simplicity. A

remarkable di�erence between the nickel and the iso-

tropic graphite is seen in Fig. 1(a,b): there is a 100 nm

lithium layer on the nickel surface while, in case of

graphite, no separate lithium layer is visible in spite of

more lithium deposition (250 nm thick) but the graphite

surface is composed of 60% carbon and 40% lithium.

Such unusual distribution of lithium in graphite is con-

trast to graphite boronization: a separate boron layer of,

say 100 nm thickness on a polished graphite surface is

clearly observed in a test sample of JT-60U [17]. Thus,

one can conclude that the unusual distribution is an

evidence of graphite intercalation compounds where

lithium atoms are inserted between the hexagonal layer

planes [18].

Strictly speaking, the parameter of lithium thickness

deposited on graphite, for example, 250 nm in Fig. 1(b),

is meaningless since no lithium layer is actually formed

on the graphite due to the intercalation. However, the

lithium `®lm' thickness is a convenient parameter indi-

cating the amount of deposited lithium, and hence this

parameter is used hereafter as well. Fig. 1(c) shows the

depth pro®le for pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) where

`depth' means the distance perpendicular to the HOPG

hexagonal plane. Comparison of the 250 nm data

therein with the 250 nm data for the isotropic graphite

[Fig. 1(b)] suggests that there is little di�erence in the

depth pro®le of Li/C between the isotropic and the

pyrolytic graphite. Even if a huge amount of lithium

such as 1000 nm thick layer is deposited on the graphite,

the lithium composition Li/(C + Li) does not increase

but saturates at �35% with deeper intercalation into the

bulk, as seen in Fig. 1(c). In the saturated condition, the

atomic ratio is Li/C � 1/2, so that the state can be ex-

pressed as LiC2.

The observed saturation level of � 35% Li is rather

high in comparison to conventional graphite intercala-

tion compounds (GICs): the highest level of lithium

content of the Li-GIC is 14%. In a ®eld of lithium ion

batteries in industry, about two times higher Li content

(Li2C6) has been observed and the most condensed

package structure is thought to be LiC2 as measured in

the present study. The limiting case is Li2C2 which is not

the GIC but a covalent compound called lithium carbide

[19] or lithium acetylide [20]. Any types of graphite

(isotropic, pyrolytic, CFC) in fusion reactors are modi-

®ed to amorphous carbon structures due to severe ion

bombardment and redeposition. To simulate the lithium

behaviors in such condition, amorphous carbon ®lms

were deposited on a silicon substrate, using the helium

magnetron sputtering of graphite (see Section 3). After

then, lithium was deposited on the amorphous carbon

layer, which was followed by Auger surface analysis.

Although the experiment is still preliminary, a separate

lithium layer was not observed but lithium and carbon

are mixed in the top layer of � 100 nm. Deep pene-

tration of lithium in graphite such as �20 lm has been

observed in the analysis of graphite samples inserted in

Fig. 1. Auger depth pro®le of lithium for (a) 100 nm Li depo-

sition on nickel, (b) 250 nm Li deposition on isotropic graphite,

and (c) 250 nm and 100 nm Li deposition on pyrolytic graphite

(C: closed symbols, Li: open symbols)
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DIII-D [21] and TFTR [22]. In TFTR, lithium ions (Liÿ,

Li2ÿ, Li3ÿ) are accelerated by the sheath voltage of �200

V and S/CMS implanted to the high-temperature

(>500°C) graphite limiter, so that lithium might pene-

trate into graphite more deeply than the present room-

temperature thermal lithium experiment.

3. Physical sputtering of lithium-deposited graphite

3.1. Experimental

Sputtering yield of graphite was investigated using a

dc magnetron sputtering device shown in Fig. 2, which

enables high-¯ux ion bombardment on the graphite

surface with the ion energies comparable to the bumper

limiter bombardment in TFTR. A 13 cm diameter, 5

mm thick disk of isotropic (IG-430U) or pyrolytic

(HOPG) is placed on a cathode which is water-cooled

and biased to a negative voltage Vd (from ÿ140 to ÿ200

V) against a grounded anode. Let the origin (r� 0, z� 0)

of cylindrical coordinate to be at the center of graphite

surface disk. A donut-shape plasma of major radius

r � 4 cm with the plasma potential of �10 V is pro-

duced, typically at the discharge current Id� 0.12. A in

helium at 70 m Torr, under an axisymetric magnetic ®eld

(0.06T at z� 1 cm, r� 4 cm) which is generated by

permanent magnets attached behind the cathode. Heli-

um ion accelerated by a thin cathode sheath impinges on

the graphite surface with kinetic energies of � jeVdj, thus

giving rise to sputtering mainly from a ring-belt region

(r� 4 cm, width Dr� 2 cm).

The experimental procedure is as follows. Firstly,

lithium beams e�using from the oven (r� 16.5 cm,

z� 11 cm) is obliquely irradiated in vacuum on the

graphite disk on the cathode, to deposit lithium layer.

As inferred from the geometry shown in Fig. 2, the

lithium deposition pro®le is rather nonuniform over the

graphite disk. For example, the lithium thickness varies

from 150 nm (bottom) to 65 nm (top) over the ring-belt

sputtering region, and this case is referred as `100 nm' on

average. The average thickness de®ned in this way can

be estimated in situ using a deposition monitor at r� 26

cm and z� 9.5 cm. After lithium deposition, the lithium

oven is closed by a shutter.

Secondly, the magnetron discharge is ignited in he-

lium and the helium ion bombardment induces physical

sputtering of lithium-deposited graphite. The time vari-

ation of sputtering rate is indirectly measured by the

second deposition monitor at z� 0 and r� 11 cm. This

monitor is basically sensitive to the total mass deposited

on the sensor, thus giving a measure of the sum of

lithium and carbon masses sputtered from the graphite

disk. Finally, a sputter collector of silicon substrate is set

at the same position as the second deposition monitor,

to collect the sputtered material and measure the atomic

composition by Auger analysis.

3.2. Lithium e�ect on total sputtering yield

In the helium magnetron discharge, the lithium-de-

posited graphite is exposed to helium ion irradiation at

�200 eV which is typical energies of ions bombarding

the graphite limiter in TFTR. The sputtered material is

deposited on the deposition monitor placed 11 cm away

from the graphite target. The measured deposition rate

is thought to be proportional to the sputtering yield of

the target. Fig. 3 shows the sputtering yield as a function

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for magnetron sputtering of lithium-

deposited graphite.

Fig. 3. Time variation of total (C + Li) sputtering yield with

lithium dose as a parameter. Magnetron discharge (0.12 A,

140±200 V) in 70 m Torr helium.
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of magnetron sputtering time in the case of isotropic

graphite (IG-430U). Here the vertical scale and the unit

(lgmÿ2 sÿ1) do not denote the absolute sputtering yield

of the target but the deposition rate measured on the

monitor surface. The closed circles in this ®gure indicate

the case without lithium deposition. A small amount (25

nm) of lithium deposition markedly reduces the sput-

tering yield for the initial 5 min discharge. With in-

creasing the lithium dose, suppression of sputtering is

more enhanced and lasts for longer time. The time scale

of 10 min in the present experiment (ion ¯uence �1023

mÿ2) corresponds to �0.1 s in the tokamak edge plasma

(ion ¯ux �1024 mÿ2 sÿ1). In tokamaks, however, the

redeposition of lithium will make the lithium e�ect much

longer.

In a course of the experiment, the discharge voltage

Vd was observed to change at the constant current

Id� 0.12 A, depending on the lithium dose; for instance,

Vd�ÿ140 V at s� 300 nm while Vd�ÿ200 V at s� 0.

Such voltage change is attributed to a change in the

secondary electron emission coe�cient of the lithium-

deposited graphite surface. Accordingly, the ion bom-

barding energy decreases from 200 eV for the pure

graphite to 150 eV for the lithium-saturated graphite.

When the helium ion energy is decreased from 200 to

150 eV, the sputtering rate of pure graphite becomes

lower by �20% [23]. Thus, the large decrease seen in

Fig. 3 cannot be explained by the decrease in bom-

barding energy. Furthermore, it will be shown in the

next section that most of sputtered material is not car-

bon but lithium.

The dependence of sputtering yield on the lithium

dose is shown in Fig. 4 where the sputtering yields at

t� 2 min in Fig. 3 are normalized by the value for no

lithium and plotted as a function of the thickness r of

deposited lithium `®lm'. As seen in this ®gure, the

sputtering yield decreases with increasing the lithium

dose and becomes �40% of the lithium-free graphite for

s > 100 nm. The sputtering yield measured in this way is

the total sputtering yield as the sputtered material con-

tains both carbon and lithium.

3.3. Lithium e�ect on carbon sputtering yield

In order to discriminate the carbon sputtering yield

from the total yield in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the atomic

composition of sputtered material was investigated using

the sputter collector (Fig. 2). First of all, 260 nm thick

`®lm' is deposited on isotropic graphite at room tem-

perature and then the magnetron discharge (Id� 0.12 A,

Vd�ÿ140 V) was turned on. The material sputtered

during the ®rst 20 min was deposited on the silicon

substrate whose surface was in situ analyzed by Auger

electron spectroscopy as shown in Fig. 5. Before sput-

tering, the graphite surface layer of �100 nm thick is

almost saturated with lithium at the level of �30 at. %

(Fig. 2(b)). If Li and C atoms should be sputtered at the

same rate, then the deposited ®lm on the silicon sub-

strate would have �70% C + �30% Li. However, the

sputtered material contains 15% C +85% Li, as shown in

Fig. 5. This means that lithium is preferentially sput-

tered by �150 eV helium ions. Such abundant lithium

sputtering continues for 20 min or longer. This implies

that lithium atom is successively supplied to the surface

from the graphite bulk, probably because they can easily

move in the intercalation layers. Thus, the top surface of

graphite is thought to be always covered with plenty of

lithium atoms during the sputtering, which prevents

carbon atoms from bring sputtered.

Returning to Fig. 4, we can estimate the carbon

sputtering yield for s� 260 nm, using the atomic com-

position (0.85 Li + 0.15 C) of sputtered material in

Fig. 5. A straightforward calculation gives the carbon

contribution to the total sputtering yield as 12.0 ´ 0.15/

Fig. 4. Normalized sputtering yield at the sputtering time t� 2

min as a function of lithium dose expressed by ®lm thickness s.

Closed circles denote C yield and (C + Li) yield, respectively.

Fig. 5. Auger analysis of sputtered material collected on a sili-

con substrate during the magnetron sputtering (time t� 0±20

min).
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(12.0 ´ 0.15 + 6.94 ´ 0.85)� 0.234 with the atomic

mass taking into account. As a consequence, the carbon

sputtering yield at s� 260 nm was found to be 0.08

when normalized by the yield for pure graphite, as

plotted by a solid dot in Fig. 4. That is, the lithium

deposition suppresses the physical sputtering yield by

an order of magnitude. The preferential sputtering and

rapid di�usion of lithium might make it di�cult to

explain the measured Auger depth pro®les (Fig. 1).

However, it is not obvious whether the lithium is

preferentially sputtered by a high-energy (3 keV) heavy-

ion (Neÿ) beam used in the Auger depth analysis.

Another investigation is also needed to con®rm that the

lithium di�usion is slow enough to keep the as-received

Li distribution in graphite unchanged during the Neÿ

sputtering.

4. Precautions for lithium wall conditioning

Dramatic improvement of energy con®nement time

by a small amount of lithium deposition on the limiter

has been observed in TFTR [14], along with suppression

of hydrogen recycling, oxygen impurity, and carbon

impurity. However, the lithium conditioning tested in

other machines (DIII-D, JIPP TII-U, etc.) led to only

marginal e�ects while no in¯uence was recognized in

Alcator C-Mod. This situation is contrast to boron-

izations which have given almost same e�ects in all

machines In this section, we discuss the origin of dif-

ferent results in di�erent machines in lithium condi-

tioning, and describe general precautions to achieve

satisfactory lithium e�ects.

Table 1 summarizes the lithium e�ects observed in

fusion machines and the underlying physical chemistry

disclosed in the laboratory studies [8,9,12,15]. Although

not shown in this table, lithium reacts with metal oxides

to reduce them, forming lithium oxide (Li2O). This

might be the reason why the full metal machine Alcator

C-Mod had no in¯uence of lithium pellet injection.

There would have appeared the lithium e�ect even in

Alcator C-Mod if a plenty of lithium had been deposited

on the metal wall.

It should be noted that a lifetime of lithium atom is

very short due to its strong chemical reactivity (this is

not the case in boronization). For example, lithium re-

acts with most of residual gases (H2O, O2, CO and CH4)

in fusion devices through the reactions (ii)±(iv) in Ta-

ble 1. One can easily calculate that monolayer of lithium

is killed by a background water vapor at 10ÿ9 Torr.

Furthermore, hydrogen atoms involved in graphite walls

react with deposited lithium through the reaction (i),

forming lithium hydride (LiH). If such reaction should

take place and lithium atom be totally consumed there,

no further hydrogen pumping would be expected in the

next main shot. Thus, a key point to reduce the hydro-

gen recycling is to keep free lithium atoms on the wall as

many as possible prior to main discharges. The amount

of free lithium atom should be equal to or larger than the

total hydrogen ¯uence to the wall during the main dis-

charge, for single Li atom captures single H atom in the

reaction (i).

Accordingly, general precautions to obtain repro-

ducible lithium e�ects in fusion experiments are sum-

marized as follows.

1. Reduce background oxygen impurities such as metal

oxides and oxygen containing gases (H2O, O2, CO

etc.). Otherwise, clean lithium surface will be invaded

by residual gases between the discharge shots.

2. Reduce the hydrogen retention in graphite walls. If the

graphite contains lots of hydrogens in the bulk, lith-

ium deposited on the graphite will intercalate and re-

act with hydrogen to form LiH: such bounded

lithium does not capture hydrogen anymore. One of

the key techniques used in TFTR was to reduce the

hydrogen retention of graphite by ohmic helium dis-

charges.

3. Deposit su�cient amount of lithium prior to main dis-

charges. As mentioned above, the lithium dose

should exceed the total hydrogen ¯uence during the

main discharges, to obtain the low hydrogen recy-

cling.

Table 1

Lithium wall conditioning e�ects and related physical chemistry

Lithium e�ects Lithium physical chemistry

Hydrogen pumping Li�H! LiH (i)

(Suppression of H recycling) (H�)

Residual gas pumping 2Li�O2 ! 2Li2O (ii)

(Suppression of O impurity) 2Li� 2H2O! 2LiOH�H2

�2LiOH �H2O�
(iii)

(Suppression of C impurity) 4Li� 3CO! Li2CO3 � Li2C2 (iv)

Modi®cation of graphite Li�nC6 ! LiC6n�n � 1; 2; � � ��;LiC2 (v)

(Suppression of C sputtering) Intercalation of lithium into bulk graphite
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5. Summary and conclusions

The previous laboratory studies on lithium condi-

tioning e�ects [8,9,12,15] revealed a variety of chemical

reactions of lithium with hydrogen and residual gases

(H2O, O2, CO etc.) which account for the observed

suppression of hydrogen recycling and oxygen impurity.

As far as carbon impurity is concerned, 25% reduction

of chemical sputtering of graphite has been observed

[12]. In this paper, the mechanism of decrease in physical

sputtering of graphite is presented, with a carbon im-

purity decrease in TFTR in mind.

Auger depth pro®le measurements clearly show the

intercalation of lithium into graphite at room tempera-

ture and the lithium content saturation at �35%. Mag-

netron sputtering studies on the lithium-saturated

graphite demonstrated preferential lithium sputtering

(85% Li + 15% C) and a dramatic reduction of net

carbon sputtering yield (�1/10 of that without lithium

deposition) at 150±200 eV helium ion bombardment. A

series of laboratory experiments on lithium chemistry

suggest the need of careful preparation for the well-de-

®ned lithium conditioning. Three precautions to obtain

the lithium e�ects are described: reduce the background

oxygen impurities, reduce the hydrogen retention in

graphite and deposit su�cient amount of lithium.
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